
CHECKLIST FOR BOOK CONTRIBUTORS

1. Have you provided your delivery address and a short biography to the volume editors?

2. Have you signed a contributor agreement (this will be arranged electronically via Adobe 
Sign)?

3. Does your chapter follow Chicago style (https://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org)? You 
should use footnote references, not the in-text/author-date system.

4. Have you cleared all necessary permissions? This applies to figures and tables taken di-
rectly from external sources, any substantial text extracts and all ornamental quotes (i.e. a 
quotation at the start of your chapter that is not then discussed in the text). For any content 
that is based on articles or chapters that you have previously published elsewhere, please 
confirm with the original publisher whether you need permission to reuse the material. All 
permissions must be cleared before manuscript delivery and contributors are responsible 
for covering any permissions fees. Please get in touch if you have questions about this; we 
can provide templates for text and image permissions requests. 

5. Does your chapter start with an abstract and keywords, and end with a bibliography?

6. Are all figures (other than Word-generated tables) saved separately as .jpg, .png or .tif files? 
Have you included markers in the text to indicate where they should be placed (e.g. ‘FIG-
URE 1 NEAR HERE’) and do they have captions and sources where required? 

7. Are all images or figures a minimum resolution of 300dpi at print size? Please note that they 
will be reproduced in black and white, so please use greyscale rather than colour options.

8. Have you accepted all ‘track changes’ and comments on your chapter?

9. Please note that all chapters must be in their final form upon submission, as there will not be 
an opportunity to edit the content further during production.
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